**INTRODUCTION**

- Many Home and Personal Care Products (HPCPs) are disposed of down the drain by the consumer and typically released into freshwater rivers after passing through a sewage treatment plant (STP).
- There is a need to estimate the emission of HPCPs into the coastal environment from direct sources (STP effluent and direct discharge to coastal water) and indirect sources (inland freshwater STP effluent and direct discharge).
- We present a spatially explicit fate and transport extension to the 88-country ScenAT model (Hodges et al, 2012) to estimate emissions directly and indirectly to the marine environment.
- The model provides insight into the source, treatment, transport, and fate of ingredient mass, reporting emissions to the marine environment at several spatial scales, including mass lost during hydrologic transit from source to coastal discharge.

**MODEL DATA AND PRE-PROCESSING**

- Over 44,000 STPs from 34 countries serving ~800,000 people (Holmes et al., in prep) were spatially assigned to HydroAtlas river segments (Linke et al., 2019) and ScenAT administrative units (Admin2).
- STPs were attributed as freshwater (FW) or coastal water (including estuarine emissions) (CW).
- The ScenAT model output provides data on ingredient tonnage, STP removal rates, and pathway fractions for each Admin2, including both urban and rural discharges.
- Residence time and time of travel to the coast (or endorheic sink) was calculated for each HydroAtlas segment along the network.

**MODEL PROCESSING**

- Mass is input into the river network and routed downstream to the terminal coastal segment, which discharges to the ocean or an inland sink.
- Mass can originate from an STP or from direct discharge (DD) to surface water.

**DISCHARGE ASSUMPTIONS: Admin2s with Untreated Mass or No Point STPs**

- Direct (untreated) discharge is input into the river network at “perimeter segments.”
- Perimeter segments have shortest travel time of all segments in the Admin2 and terminate in the same coastal segment.
- DD mass is proportioned to perimeter segments based on the upstream river length within the Admin2.
- The same process is applied for treated mass within Admin2s in countries not in the point STP database.

**MODEL OUTPUTS**

- The model reports a steady state annual mass summarized at four scales:
  - Individual STP
  - Coastal discharge river segment
  - Admin2
  - Country
- Marine mass is further broken down by demographic source (urban, rural, or both) and pathway (freshwater STPs, coastal STPs, and untreated DD).

**DISCUSSION**

- This model allows for refinement of freshwater exposure, as well as informing marine emissions from both direct and indirect STP emissions.
- This model can be used to describe situations such as:
  - For a single STP, how much mass was input into the river network and what percentage of that mass made it to the coastal environment?
  - For a single coastal river segment:
    - Total upstream mass discharged to the freshwater environment
    - Total mass emitted to the marine environment from upstream
    - How much mass from all upstream sources was removed during transport?
  - What are the relative proportions of urban and rural populations contributing to mass entering coastal areas?
  - What portion of the total mass entering the marine environment came from untreated vs treated populations?